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The Rodney Dangerfield of Centerfire Rifles?

Respect the advantages of the .243 cartridge
for medium game animals.

he late comedian Rodney
*" Dangerfield made a career

L j using the catch phrases"! don't
get no respect" or "I get no respect,
I tell ya"in his monologues based on
that theme. As popular as the .243
Winchester is with hunters for mid-size
game and varmints, I sometimes feel it
is like Dangerfield and doesn't get much
respect.

Junebe it is because many hunters think
of it only as a kids or womens' caliber
because of its low recoil and noise level.
Those are actually good attributes for
anyone looking for a cartridge for mid-
sized game at ranges of 300 yards or less.
Many years ago when I got my Ruger
M77 in .243,1 shot it a lot at targets at
various ranges because it was fun and
easy to shoot. The more I shot it, the more
I learned about where the bullet hit at
different ranges which was a great help
when hunting. Over the years, all my kills
have been one shot and I've never lost a
whitetail, mule deer or antelope that I've
shot with my .243.

It is really important for hunters to
understand the strengths and weaknesses
of any cartridge they use in order to
maximize its' potential as well as know its'
limits. Ethically, it is important for a hunter
to not take a shot at a game animal unless

he is sure he has a kill shot. Unfortunately,
I believe this doesn't happen as often as
it should and when the animal gets away,
the hunter blames it on the caliber rather
than poor shot choice.

History of the .243
The late gun writer Warren Page was

largely responsible for the development
of the .243 and the resulting popularity
of the cartridge, He developed it as a
wildcat cartridge by necking down the
.308 (7.62x51) to .243 (6 mm) diameter.
Seeing its' popularity as a wildcat
cartridge, Winchester named it the .243

Winchester and introduced it in 1955 in
their model 70 bolt action and model
88 lever action rifles. Savage quickly
followed suit, chambering their model 99
lever action and model 110 bolt action
in the new caliber.The ballistics made it
an instant hit for both deer hunters and
varmint hunters alike. It has been used for
mid- sized, thin-skinned game, including
whitetail and mule deer, antelope and
black bear.Today, the .243 is perhaps
chambered for more centerfire rifles
than than any caliber except possibly the
30/06.
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Bullets for Deer
Soon after I bought my .243 some forty

years ago, I started reloading in order to
maximize accuracy in my Ruger and to be
able to use premium bullets for maximum
penetration and expansion.Today, most
manufacturers offer high performance
ammunition in addition to their standard
rounds, lessening the need to reload to
get the best performing bullets.
The most effective bullet weights

for mid-sized game range from 85 to
105 grains with the 95 and 100 grain
bullets being the most popular.The
high performance bullets and loads will
mushroom and hold together better and
give better penetration. Sure they cost
more, but they are the least expensive
part of your deer hunting gear and worth
it in my opinion.

Sighting in the .243 for Deer
Over the years, I have settled on sighting

in my .243 to be 2.5 inches high at 100
yards and this has worked well for me,
whether using handloads or factory
ammo. With the Winchester Supreme 95
grain Ballistic Silvertip big game bullet
which is loaded to 3100 fps and produces
2025 pounds of muzzle energy. Sighted in
2.5 inches high at 100 yards, the bullet will
be 3 inches high at 150 yards, 2.3 inches
high at 200 yards and 3 inches low at 300
yards. Sighted in this
way, I can hold dead
on out to 300 yards
and not be over or
under 3 inches of my
point of aim.
At 200 yards, the

bullet hits with 1445

foot pounds of energy and still has 1225
foot pounds energy at 300 yards which is
plenty for mid-sized game for which the
.243 was designed.

The.243 as a Varmint Rifle
The .243 excels as a varmint caliber

particularly for larger predators such
as coyotes which have become all too
common throughout the South. The
.243 fires an 80 grain varmint bullet at a
muzzle velocity of 3350 fps. This means it
shoots about as flat as a .22-250 with its
55 grain bullet.The 80 grain spitzer bullet
of the .243 has a ballistic coefficient of
.365 compared to the ballistic coefficient
of .255 for the 55 grain .22-250 bullet.
This is a huge difference and means the
.243 flies better and doesn't drift as much
as the other on windy days, giving you
better accuracy.

Respect for the .243
The .243 plays its'dual role as a medium

game/varmint caliber like few other
cartridges are capable of and deserves
the respect of both novice and veteran
hunters.

SHOTGUN CHOKE TUBES

Get your limit!
Don't be limited by your shotgun and/or choke tube-

Get your limit with Colonial Arms choke tubes
With bird season upon us, it is a time for fun, excitement and of course limits. With
Colonial Arms choke tubes, you can have all! Colonial Arms offers a wide variety of
choke tubes for the hunting enthusiast. Among the most popular are the 2"
extended ported style in Cylinder to Full constrictions and the 3/8" extended
Sporting/Field style in Cylinder to Full constrictions.

Along with these, Colonial Arms offers many more choke tubes
& styles for most major shotgun manufacturers in 10,12,16,20,28
and 410 gauges.

Call today or visit online at www.colonialarms.com & be
ready for the season-whichever season you enjoy.

"What's in your barrel?"
Catalogs available on request.

Please call 800-949-8088 or visit www.colonialarms.com.
Tel: 800-949-8088,251-580-5000 • Fax: 251-580-5006

Email: colonialarms@bellsouth.net
1504 Hwy 31 S.- PO Box 250 • Bay Minette. AL 36507
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